
A  QUICK AND DIRTY ROAD NETWORK  

PREREQUISITES  
 A graphics tool that can do layers (the GIMP, Photoshop) 

 A graphics tool that can do free hand selection (the GIMP, Photoshop) 

 A graphics tool that can create a selection border (The GIMP) 

 A map, obviously (overland or town work best, but you can adapt the technique, 

I guess) 

PREPARATIONS  
Load your map, and create a new, transparent layer. Let’s call it “Road Network”. 

Zoom your map out until you see the borders from the image to the graphics 

program (Photoshop users will have to increase the image size temporarily, since PS 

cannot go outside of the image with the Free-hand selection; The GIMP can, 

however). 

STEP 1 
Now select the Free-hand Selection Tool (usually the lasso icon), and draw your road 

network, beginning each road outside of the visible area, and ending the roads 

outside of the visible area. Repeat this process until you are satisfied with your 

network. 

The selection should look something like this: 

 

GIMP TIP 

 Make sure you remember 

where you started with the 

free-hand selection, so that you 

can close it easily. Ideally, you 

draw your last road close to that 

point. If you don’t, just draw 

outside of the image. 

 



STEP 2 
Go to SE LE CT  ->  BO R D E R , and adjust to your liking (Feather makes smoother, and 

the width makes the roads wider). 

This should look something like this: 

 

Now fill the selection with white, and copy it to a Channel (SE LE CT  ->  SA V E  T O  

CH A N N E L ). Name the resulting Channel something expressive. 

STEP 3 
Create a new layer, and fill it with the color you want your roads to have, apply any 

other effects you’d like to have, and add a Layer Mask with the channel we just 

created. 

The end result should be something like this: 
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